
Preface 

The 2020 2nd International Conference on Applied Chemistry and Industrial Catalysis (ACIC 2020) was 

successfully held in Dalian, China on Oct. 16-19, 2020. ACIC 2020 was organized by China University of 

Mining and Technology, Co-organized by AEIC Academic Exchange Information Centre.  

The theme of this conference is "Clean Production and High Value Utilization". It mainly talks about how 

to reduce environmental footprint at source and produce high value-added end products in chemical 

manufacturing. At the same time, the conference brings together scholars from the Chinese government, top 

universities, business associations, research centers and high-tech enterprises. This conference is committed to 

building an enabling platform for the cooperation among the Chinese government, Chemical industry and 

scholars. The ultimate goal is to build a bridge between R&D results and the Chemical industry.  

The conference model was divided into two sessions, including oral presentations and keynote speeches. 

In the first part, some scholars, whose submissions were selected as the excellent papers, were given 15 minutes 

to perform their oral presentations one by one. Then in the second part, keynote speakers were each allocated 

30-45 minutes to hold their speeches.  

In this conference, we were greatly honored to have Prof. Xianyong Wei, High-level academic leader of 

XinJiang University to serve as our Conference Chairman. There were over 100 experts and scholars in the 

area of Applied Chemistry and Industrial Catalysis representing different famous universities and institutes 

around the globe to attend this conference. During the conference, we were pleased to invite four distinguished 

experts to present their insightful speeches. The first keynote speakers, Prof. Guangwen Xu, from Shenyang 

University of Chemical Technology, China. Our beloved conference chairman, Prof. Xianyong Wei also as our 

second keynote speakers. His research Area is efficient utilization of heavy carbon resources and he have 

hosted 4 projects and 2 key projects on National Nature Science Foundation of China. Prof. LinBing Sun, from 

Nanjing Tech University as our third keynote speakers. Prof. Sun’s current research interests focus on 

fabrication of porous functional materials (ranged from mesoporous molecular sieves to metal-organic 

frameworks and porous organic polymers) as well as their applications in adsorption and catalysis. Prof. 
Hengfu Shui, from Anhui University of Technology as our finale keynote speakers. In recent years, he focuses 

on the research of coal structure and its clean high valued utilization. Their insightful speeches had triggered 

heated discussion. Every participant praised this conference for disseminating useful and insightful knowledge. 

The participants of the conference were from most part of the world, with background of either academia 

or industry, even well-known enterprise. The success and prosperity of the conference is reflected high level 

of the papers received. The proceedings are a compilation of the accepted papers and represent an interesting 

outcome of the conference. This book covers 5 chapters: 1. Chemical Engineering and Technology; 2. Function 

Materials; 3. Carbon Resources Chemical; 4. Environmental chemicals; 5. Industrial catalysis. 

We would like to acknowledge all of those who supported ACIC 2020. Each individual and institutional 

help were very important for the success of this conference. Especially we would like to thank the organizing 

committee for their valuable advices in the organization and helpful peer review of the papers. We sincerely 

hope that ACIC 2020 will be a forum for excellent discussions that will put forward new ideas and promote 

collaborative researches. We are sure that the proceedings will serve as an important research source of 

references and the knowledge, which will lead to not only scientific and engineering progress but also other 

new products and processes. 
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